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AHTEG on Risk Assessment Rome, 15 – 18 November 2005

Overview of guidance materials

‘gaps’: areas where we need to enhance and mobilize our knowledge 
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Basics of RA:

Assess the risks posed by the LMO 
in its interaction with the receiving environment

1. characteristics of the recipient
2. characteristics of the insert
3. characteristics of the LMO (1 + 2)
4. conditions of the release
5. characteristics of the environment

See annexes of the protocol

There is no ‘turnkey’ information system for individ ual risk assessments

What information do you need
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Characteristics of the recipient

OECD has published ‘biology documents’ for common crops:

Oilseed Rape Brassica napus
Potato Solanum tuberosum subsp. tuberosum
Bread Wheat Triticum aestivum
Sugar beet     Beta vulgaris
Rice                Oryza sativa 
Soybean         Glycine max
Corn                Zea mays
Sunflower       Helianthus annuus
Papaya            Carica papaya
Peppers Capsicum annuum

And: Trees (pines, larches)
Micro-organisms (bacteria, Baculovirus)
Fish (Atlantic salmon)
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• ‘consensus document’: minimum dataset that we can all agree upon

a common format for the content: ‘Points to consider’

listing of points that should be considered in all biology documents
rationales why they are taken into consideration

• drafted by OECD members and (also African) observers
‘Working Group on Harmonization of Biotechnology’

These documents are written by (and for) regulators

OECD consensus documents
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Basics of RA:

Assess the risks posed by the LMO 
in its interaction with the receiving environment

1. characteristics of the recipient
2. characteristics of the insert
3. characteristics of the LMO (1 + 2)
4. conditions of the release
5. characteristics of the environment

What information do you need
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OECD consensus documents
e.g. Bt toxin in plants

Novel trait: ‘stress tolerance’

CGIAR: Applications of Molecular Biology and Genomics to 
Genetic Enhancement of Crop Tolerance to Abiotic Str ess

‘Plantstress.com’ List of genes

Information on the insert
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Basics of RA:

Assess the risks posed by the LMO 
in its interaction with the receiving environment

1. characteristics of the recipient
2. characteristics of the insert
3. characteristics of the LMO (1 + 2)   case-by-case
4. conditions of the release
5. characteristics of the environment

What information do you need
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Basics of RA:

Assess the risks posed by the LMO 
in its interaction with the receiving environment

1. characteristics of the recipient
2. characteristics of the insert
3. characteristics of the LMO (1 + 2)
4. conditions of the release
5. characteristics of the environment

need for local knowledge and experience
e.g. BIO-EARN

What information do you need
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Kinds of information

Raw data
• Scientific literature
• Reviews, textbooks (interpretation of the literature)
• Practical information from breeders, farmers (often not published)

Guidance documents for regulatory purposes, 
• by regulators
• by interested parties (industry, environmental NGOs)
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Guidance documents

• Reviews of scientific literature (including unpublished results)
• For risk assessment purposes
• Covering all relevant data
• Reliable interpretation of data
• Up-to-date
• Not biassed

• Takes very long to reach consensus in the scientific / regulatory
community on the content of these documents
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Information sources for biotechnology

Convention Biological Diversity
• BCH
• BIRC, information sharing

International organisations
• OECD
• ICGEB
• CGIAR

Publishers
• CABI , example1 , example2

Regulatory sites
• EU
• USA

Overview of guidance materials
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How to handle information gaps

• Fill them
Takes time and money and capacity

• Live with them
Precautionary principle: adjust risk management
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One way out of information gaps:
Mining ‘raw’ data

• Source
reliable bibliographic database(s), Google, Google scholar

• Search profile
key words
wild cards
boolean operators ‘(‘AND’ ‘OR’ ‘NOT’)
(“risk assessment" or "risk analysis" or "precautio nary principle") and genet* and modif*

• Many hits
30% relevant hits is optimal
add ‘review’ to the search key

• ‘Quick ‘n dirty’: a quick search takes 0.5 hr

Needs infrastructure
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General considerations on information

• What is it
scientific paper, book, report of conference, interpretative report

• Who compiled / interpreted the information
scientific expert, regulator, NGO

• With what purpose was it compiled
scientific discussion, regulatory underpinning, NGO dissident view

• What are the ‘endpoints’ of the process
environmental safety, food / feed safety

• When was it published

• Do I trust these guys?


